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Muay Thai Fighting is an ultimate combat sports simulator for real champions. Take part in tournaments, show your powerful
techniques, try to knock out your opponents as fast as possible and become a new champion!

Fight against glorious rivals: your goal is to defeat all your opponents and become a Muay Thai fighting champion.

Choose a boxer you like and start to fight for the title;

Take part in tournaments and win battles on all arenas: unlock new fighters and arenas. A fight lasts up to two wins.

FEATURES:

Mighty boxing fighters;

Professional tournaments;
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Various boxing punches, kicks and strikes;

4 player modes: training, tournament, single fight and rating fight.
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Title: Muay Thai Fighting
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Real Fighting
Publisher:
Real Fighting
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian,German,Portuguese,Simplified Chinese
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Just what I was waiting for. I was getting tired of the slew of games aimed towards the eastern front and couldn't wait until the
US forces were featured again. I loved the grand campaign for Germany (although, admittedly, I've never loved playing any war
games as Germany). That said, it tells you how great the Panzer Corps series is. It's simple to play but complex enough to hold
your interest.

One of the things that most war games lack is proper stat tracking. Yes, I like winning objectives and beating the game. There is
some satisfaction there for sure. But tracking all of your units kill counts, battles, won objectives...those help tell you how you
achieved glory. I also like the hero modifiers and medals. It adds a nice touch and contributes to immersion.

This DLC is pretty cheap and like the German Grand Campaign, it tracks your units stats across all three DLC installments for
the US forces. Great game. Looking forward to Panzer Corps II.. The first time i've played the game, i got many problems with
framerate and there was many bugs with sprites. But the Dev is aware and care of your situation and solved the problem rapidly.

The game itself is nice, take some rogue-like elements, RPG items, Asteroid gameplay and a huge replayability, take all of those
things into a shaker and tadam : Starship Rubicon

If you like games like Starsector, space game and shooter, this is for you !. FIRST TRAIN SIM ADD ON WITH THE
COMPLEXITY OF A FLIGHT SIM.
  ALL PANELS AND CONTROLS ARE FUNCTIONAL
REALISTIC ENGINE START UP. This is the best game i played this year
-no bugs
-no glitches
-many secrets to find
-the big amout o levels which is 8 and trust me, that's a lot
-many weapons to select
-many enemies to defeat
-many achievements to unlock
-no microtransactions and dlcs to pay for
-music is amazing
there isn't a single flaw in this game, when buying this game you should buy also a copy for your friends and aditional 10 copies
in case of meeting new people. I can't help but feel disappointed in samurai_jazz. The game starts out strong with an 8-bit film
noir meets samurai art style and jazzy soundtrack that work well together to create an atmospheric vibe few games manage to
pull off. The game's "tutorial" is comprised of a few of short messages graphitied on the walls and sides of buildings, and after
learning the basic moveset I felt as though the combat system, which depends on proper positioning and timing, was both
complex and deep.

Unfortunately, player mobility is poorly implemented in this game. Getting the player character into the right position and
facing the right direction is no easy task, and since combat relys so heavily on player position and facing - you can only attack or
block in the direction you are facing - the hampered mobility lead to a number of deaths that felt more like the game's fault than
my own.

To add insult to injury, not only are samurai_jazz's enemies more mobile than the player, easily able to flank the player when
engaging with multiple enemies, but the game's enemy placement seems to be designed around the player's hampered
movement. I lost count of the number of times I entered a room only to be immediately ambushed by 3 or more enemies
moving in from different directions, often with my character facing away from all of them and open to attack. If I moved to
block or attack one of them, the other two would attack from the sides and kill me. More often than not, the solution to one of
these ambushes was to run around avoiding the enemies until I could get into a more favorable position.

Many of the reviews here speak of the game's "challenge," but since the game's challenge depends on enemy placement and the
player's hampered mobility, samurai_jazz feels less like a skill based game than a luck based one. The afforementioned
entryway ambushes comprize most of the game's difficulty, but after they are taken care of, clearing out the remaining enemies
in a room is fairly trivial as most of them attack one or two at a time, coming from the same direction, which makes them easy
to block or kill.
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The game's story is also lacking. The opening scene shows a samurai comitting harakiri (ritual suicide), after which the player
character awakens from sleep. Given the film noir atmosphere, I expected to learn why this samurai decided to kill himself
through the course of the game. Instead I was treated to a series of MacGuffin hunts straight out of a point and click adventure
game, where I fetched cigarettes and bubble gum for strangers so they could let me pass through to the next alleyway. Why I
wanted to get to the next allyway, I don't know. The game never bothers telling you why you're doing what you're doing.

The "story" culminates in an ending that has me thinking that this entire game was a troll. The ending felt as though the
developer was brandishing a middle finger squarly in the face of any players masochistic enough to make their way through to
the end of samurai_jazz. After all those BS deaths, hours spent wrestling with the controlls, and having to fetch cigarettes for
the umpteenth time, the developers still manage to shout one last "FU" to the play at the very end. I won't spoil it for you, but
someone posted a video of it if you're interested and want to save yourself a few hours of playing a bad game.. Amazing! We
waited for a long time to get these, but this will surely make Dutch people proudly represent themselves!. This game is hella fun
and has a great art style! It's entertaining for players of all skill levels with a low barrier entry to entry and a high skill ceiling.
Would absolutely recommend to both my casual and competitive friends!. The best game in UFO seris weapons, movemant and
u caf fight hiumans.. game is so bad cant even drive as a point guard should of stayed with 2K18 mechanics and just changed
graphics but the story is good... only good thing about it.. this game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and doesn't
make any sense I could have made this while jerking off into my computer fan
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Save your $5. This boring is extremly boring. The only goal really is to master all skills. Masterings skills requires pushing a
button and letting the game run.. My kind of dark humor rolled into a great little game! Kind of reminded me of lemmings but
instead of keeping them alive you have to kill them. There's something satisfying about setting up those traps and watching it all
unfold. Was a little slow to begin with but once you get to know the rules it lets you speed up the process so i flew through the
levels. My only quarm is that it isnt available on mac. I'm not a huge gamer but I'd defo play this more if i could access it on my
own laptop.

Thanks!. It's awesome and I highly recommend this game to anyone who loves furbys ;)! I hope there will be a sequel or maybe
a prequel!!. I ha e only just started playing this game and 8 ua e to say its not bad yes the ui and comtrols are bad and could be
made alot better like making a tool bar and a click and drag crafting system but what they use in game is functional once you get
used to it its not bad and i can see myself continuing playing it andthe english translation needs work dont now who transalted it
but its broken English still for whatvit is i give it a 4 out 5. Has a high level of polish unusual for a first commercial game. My
friend was the developper and my other friend is the top scoring player. Can honestly say it's worth the price. Quick simple
game worth getting your hands on.. Played this game when it was in development stages.Stopped due to the crashes, lag,
freezing and Kixeye\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor attidude and lack of customer service. Recently started
playing again. Nothings changed, in fact got worse now that its on a steam platform.. hope my money makes this game better
even if its just alittle, pls add champaign mode :DDDDD. Extremly short, boring, repetive survival adventure without any
relevant info regarding the main storyline. Waste of money.. The jog (or squat, or calf extensions..) in place mode is hilarious.
Finally you will feel sympathy for your FPS avatars.. Boulderdash (which I played extensively back in the 1980's on Amstrad),
is close to the top of the list of my favourite games ever. I know this version is a straight PC port with no enhancements of the
more recent mobile version, and thus I should hate it - but I don't. I'm having a lot of fun with it - the game is very grindy to get
all the heros unlocked, but at least you don't have to pay for them as the microtransactions of the mobile version are not
included here. The other minor thing I don't like is that I am not sure how faithfully the classic levels have been ported over -
the first classic level feels familar, but some of the others do not, so I am wondering if they have had some work done (the
version here generally is not quite the version of the 1980's, there have been things added, for example the power-ups).
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